Draft Individual membership Survey:

1. How did you find the individual membership application process?
   Very easy, b) Somewhat easy, c) Easy, d) Not easy, e) Not at all easy;

2. How would you change the individual membership application process?
   Open space to answer freely—

3. How would you rate the individual membership onboarding experience, including receiving information from staff or the Regional Leadership on the organizational aspects of individual members (e.g., rules, rights and duties of individual members, voting rights, etc.)
   Very good, b) somewhat good; c) Good; d) Not good; e) Not at all good

4. How would you change the individual membership onboarding experience?
   Open space to answer freely—

5. How would you evaluate your experience as an Individual member of AFRALO.
   You might wish to consider offering topics – Policy engagement; capacity building; outreach and engagement.
   For each offer the ranking of: Very good, b) somewhat good; c) Good; d) Not good; e) Not at all good)

6. How would you improve your experience as an individual member of AFRALO?
   Open space to answer freely—

7. Do you wish to have the ability to become an AFRALO leader? Yes/No

8. Do you wish to participate in AFRALO decision making process through votes?

9. Please list 3 benefits of your AFRALO membership so far.
   - a) .......... b).......... c)............

10. Please list 3 areas in which you would like to enhance and improve your participation in AFRALO and At-Large.
   a).......... b)......... c).............